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Abstract
Boolean algebra and harmonic function have been used in different field, including, data, science, statistics, medical and
circuit domain. This paper aims to analyze the methods based on this function for the better computation analysis. For
this several research studies have been considered and pointing the latest trend with the related summarization in
different fields. It also explores the trends, the approach, area of applicability and produced output. It helps in the
exploration in finding the gaps so that future efficient framework can be developed.
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1.Introduction
Boolean algebra uses in the direction to signify the
two values which is either yes (Positive) or no
(negative). It is simple and used in wide varieties like
programming, circuit design, law, specifications,
mathematical proof, and reasoning in different
domains [1]. It is also used widely as the indented
entity without affecting the interpretation so it is used
widely [2].
Simplification of Boolean expression has also been
used for DNA computing [3]. It is used in several
computations and in DNA computing it can apply to
various primitive operations, for example logic or
arithmetic operations [3].
There are several procedures have been suggested
with this are in [4−6]. In [7] different packages have
been discussed for the computation with the
harmonic function. It is also used in robotics [8]. It is
the solution for the Laplace equations [8]. It can be
used with different applications and it can be merged
with the extension in the future for the best results so
that the extension can be used as the functional
metrics [9−12].
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It is also impactful if it is applied to the medical
dataset with statistics in the prediction for example in
the papers [13−15]. Figure 1 shows the process flow
of the approach.
The objective of this paper is to explore the
opportunity based on the discussion of the previous
published approaches based on the function for the
computation.

2.Literature review
In 2006, Qian et al. [16] proposed a three-phase
harmonic selective active filter with multiple
adaptive feed forward cancellation (MAFC) for
harmonic reference generation. It is the extracted
from AFC method. The adaptive law is extracted
from Lyapunov function. It is helpful in the
extraction of fundamental and harmonic current
information from nonlinear load current.
In 2012, Masa et al. [17] discussed the protection
devices in terms of the power distribution system.
They have proposed a high impedance fault (HIF) in
multi-grounded distribution networks. Their HIF
detection function in a pattern recognition method. It
is better in detection faults.
In 2015, Cheng-wen et al. [18] discussed multiple
view dimensionality reduction via harmonic function
(MVDRHF). It is based on the on multiple view
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semi-supervised
dimensionality
reduction
(MVSSDR). It provides the substitution of the soft
label gained. It is helpful in preserving the prior
information.
In 2016, Frolov et al. [19] discussed the appropriate
data representation in a space of fewer dimensions.
They have suggested factor analysis for this task as
the most suitable. They have compared seven
methods for Boolean factor analysis (BFA) in solving
the bar problem (BP). Their results show that
likelihood maximization attractor neural network
with increasing activity (LANNIA) is the most
efficient.
In 2017, Premalatha and Subasree [20] discussed the
statistics and clustering algorithms for the medical
datasets. They have discussed medical storage
platform for data mining (MSPM), homogeneity
similarity based hierarchical (HSH) clustering and Kharmonic means-overlapped k-means (KHM-OKM)
clustering. Their framework is capable in the
performance analysis of these algorithms.
In 2017, Qian et al. [21] discussed rough set theory in
knowledge discovery, computational intelligence and
decision analysis. They have proposed a feature
selection method based on dominance-based rough
sets. Boolean reasoning techniques have been used
for the judgment theorems. For finding all the subsets
they have used discernibility matrix. Their results
show that the approach is efficient in feature
selection.

Database

Data classification

In 2017, Gao et al. [22] discussed the big data on
computational efficiency and storage capacity. They
have suggested that the traditional methods fail in
case of data analysis and computing. They have
suggested the quantum systems unique and hyper
acceleration for this purpose. So, they have proposed
a quantum data mining. For storage they have
proposed quantum method of data storage and
retrieval for association rules mining based on
Boolean matrix, name Q-Eclat. Their method
outperforms in terms of storage capacity and
computing ability.
In 2017, Hoschele and Zeller [23] discussed about the
program processes and the structure of the input and
the program structure. For this, different function is
used for storing the variables. They have also used
AUTOGRAM for tracing the data flow.
In 2018, Kocayusufoglu et al. [24] discussed the
complex network processes in case of real-world
applications. They have suggested the challenge like
pattern discovery in complex data. For this they have
summarized interpretable set of network pattern. For
this they have formulated this problem as the
Boolean matrix factorization with a network
constraint. Then they have suggested the problem of
systematically mine the exponential subgraph. For
this they have devised two sampling algorithms based
on Monte Carlo Markov Chain. Their results show
the scalability in effective summarizes network
processes.

Boolean algebra based
factorization

Data preprocessing

Figure 1 Boolean algebra and harmonic function-based computation analysis
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3.Problem domain

4.Analysis

The following gaps gave been identified based on the
related work discussion and study.
1) In most of the research work dynamic modeling is
missing.
2) There is the need of quantum computing with
these functions for the better computations.
3) There is the need of proper attribute
characterization and function behavior analysis so
that appropriate selection can be done.
4) There is the need of extension of Boolean algebra
in case of detection of integrity violation item sets.
5) There is the need of factor analysis with feature
selection for taking the advantage of both.

In this paper several related works have been
explored and discussed. The discussion is mainly
focused on the domain, related parameters, impact
and the methods used. It also concentrates and
focused on the several aspects with their
experimental issues and the major concern in the case
of different parameter impacts. It also considered the
pros and cons. Based on this some of the related
scenarios which found to be more impactful is shown
in analysis Table 1.

Table 1 Comparative analysis
S.No
1

Reference
[25]

Method
K-harmonic
means

2

[26]

Soft harmonic
functions

3

[27]

Harmony
search and kharmonic
means

4

[28]

Boolean
methods

5

[29]

Matrix-based
Apriori
algorithm

Computation approach
They have discussed about k-harmonic means clustering algorithm (KHM). It is like kmeans algorithm but uses the harmonic averages of the distances. It removes the
drawback of initialization. But they suggested that it is easily trapped in local optima.
They have proposed a hybrid data clustering algorithm DEKHM based on differential
evolution (DE) and KHM. The DEHKM calculation not just helps KHM grouping escape
from neighborhood optima yet additionally conquers the inadequacy of the moderate
assembly speed of the DE calculation. The investigation results on three prevalent
informational indexes represent the predominance and the power of the DEKHM
grouping.
They have considered the conditional anomaly detection problem. Their main aim is to
identify the data instances. They have developed a non-parametric approach. It is based
on the soft harmonic solution. It may be helpful in the estimation of anomalous
mislabeling. They have also considered boundary of the distribution support. They have
considered UCI ML datasets. They have also considered real-world electronic health
record for the experimentation.
They have discussed clustering technique. They have discussed about KHM and their
problem of local optima. They have suggested that harmony search (HS) can solve this
problem. They have suggested that it can be helpful in convergence speed of HS. So they
have proposed a HSKHM based on HA and KHM combination. Their results also support
the same.
They have suggested that Boolean algebra can be helpful in the associations between
pairs of random variables. They have discussed the implications and applicability has
been described based on the heterogeneous cancer data sets. The impacts have been
shown with the proper illustrations and the analysis has been described.
They have discussed about association rule mining in the direction of interesting hidden
associations discovery. They have highlighted the drawbacks like to scan the database
numerous times and it may create tons of candidate sets. So, they have proposed an
improved version for the removal of the drawbacks. It just needs to filter the database
once to accomplish our objectives by including the idea of exchange loads and creating a
value-based Boolean framework. In the wake of breaking down the models and playing
out a few investigations in various factors, it demonstrated that the improved calculation
was more effective than the first one.

5.Conclusion and future suggestions
This paper provides a detailed analysis based on the
previous papers and their insight has been discussed
with their main contributions. It highlights the
methods with their approach, parameters, impact and
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the applying procedures. In this paper different
aspects like method combination, individual impacts
and parameters impact have been highlighted.
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This paper provides the explorative view of Boolean
algebra and harmonic function in view of
computational capability in several domains. Overall,
this paper includes the background in this direction
with the step by step exploration through review of
literature and then methods have been explored with
their capability to highlight the pros and cons in the
applicable area.
Some of the future directions are as follows based on
the review and analysis:
1. The impact of Boolean algebra and harmonic
function both can be applied to the simultaneous
impact.
2. Computational methods, threshold and distance
factors can be examined and applicable through
these functions.
3. The combination can be applied and can be
validated on hidden patterns, medical dataset,
integrity identification and multi view approach.
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